1998 chevy silverado turn signal problems

Replacing the turn signal relay or flasher is a relatively quick fix when you have problems with
your turn signals. It may not require you to replace the flasher relay however and may only be a
bad bulb in one side or the other. Follow a quick checklist to fix the problem and have your
truck running again. Start the car so that when testing the lights you won't run down your
battery. Have a friend help you check the lights. You sit in the car and operate the lights having
them tell you which lights turn on and which turn off. Check the turn signals one at a time and
then test the hazard lights. Be sure that your friend looks for the lights when you can hear the
lights operating at a slower or faster speed. Check each of the turn signal light bulbs, especially
the bulbs that you found not working. Most often, a bulb that burns out triggers a problem with
the turn signal relay. Replace any burned out bulbs and retest the lights. In the best situation,
this will fix your problem with the turn signals. If not, move on to checking the fuses for the turn
signals and hazard lights. The fuses for these are located on the driver's side of the cab on the
left side of the steering wheel. They should be in a fuse box mounted to the outside wall of the
cab. Open the fuse box and using the diagram on the underside of the lid, check the fuses that
have anything to do with turn signal lights or hazard lights. If all these fuses check out, then the
problem is most likely the flasher unit or the multi-switch on the steering column. Look above
the fuse box under the left side of the dash to locate the flasher unit. The flasher is a square unit
that looks like a relay. It will have its own receptacle mounted separately from the fuse box.
Remove the flasher and test its operation. You may have to take this to the auto parts store to
test. If it is bad, replace the flasher. Re-check the operation of your turn signals. If this doesn't
fix the problem, then you will need to replace the multi-switch, or turn signal switch, on the
steering column. Remove the steering wheel with a steering wheel removal tool and then
remove the plastic covering that houses the switch. Carefully remove the switch and replace
with a new one. Be careful to reconnect all the wires to the same positions on the new switch.
Reassemble the coverings and remount the steering wheel. Retest your turn signal lights. This
article was written by a professional writer, copy edited and fact checked through a multi-point
auditing system, in efforts to ensure our readers only receive the best information. To submit
your questions or ideas, or to simply learn more, see our about us page: link below. Step 1 Start
the car so that when testing the lights you won't run down your battery. Step 2 Check each of
the turn signal light bulbs, especially the bulbs that you found not working. Step 3 Replace any
burned out bulbs and retest the lights. Step 4 Open the fuse box and using the diagram on the
underside of the lid, check the fuses that have anything to do with turn signal lights or hazard
lights. Step 5 Look above the fuse box under the left side of the dash to locate the flasher unit.
Flasher relay "clicks" as if turn signal or emergency flashers are on even though they are all off.
Arrows on instrument panel do not come on while this is happening. All turn signal lights are
working and emergency flashers work when needed. Replaced relay but this did not correct the
problem. Depressing the brake pedal will make it stop. Andrew answered 2 years ago. All turn
signal lights are work My chevy truck has blown a couple turn signal fuses. I presume this
means th I have a chevy half ton 4by4 the tail lights are inop intermidite the brake lights stop
working when I turn the headlights on wen I thit the blinkers both sides and both bulbs flash
lightly. I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does
not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or
approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your
Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple,
secure transaction. Get Started. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related
Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. My rear driver side turn signal and brake light stopped
working. I replaced the blub it was blown and turned on the headlights and the bulb works now.
However, apparently the brake light and turn signal work off this bulb and will not work. I can
turn on my turn signal and the front driver side turn signal blinks incredibly fast, but will not
work in the rear. But when I press my brakes, the brake light does not work on the driver side.
I'm not having any Passenger side issues at all. What's going on? It is the cirucit board that the
bulbs go in. Check the wires there with a test light and see if you have power going in the circuit
board. If not start traceing the wires till you find the break. IF you have power there at the board
check each of the bulb sockets if you have power going in and none comeing out replace the
board. Sounds like you just put the wrong type of bulb in when you replaced it. Try another
bulb. The fast blinking you're getting is just telling you that there is a bulb bad some where. I'd
bet you just got the wrong type of bulb installed. Your main consideration for these trucks will
be use. If you are planning on pulling trailers around a lot like I do, you are going to want the
larger motor in the full size truck. If you are wanting fuel economy while being able to put
something in the bed of the truck and haul around your buddies, the colorado would be better.
Its really going to depend on what you want too. The four doors of the smaller truck are going to

be a bigger entrance than the two main doors and the third small door for getting stuff into and
out of those trucks. There is a substantial difference in the towing capacity. Trending News.
AOC joins backlash over Biden child migrant camp. Bucs GM considering Tom Brady contract
extension. Former Cuomo aide says she resigned after forcible kiss. State tax changes could
mean bigger refunds for some. Chris Harrison's 'Bachelor' future up in the air. Jeremy Lin
heartbroken over recent attacks. Trudeau on Biden call: U. Mars rover's giant parachute carried
secret message. Trey R. Answer Save. How do you think about the answers? You can sign in to
vote the answer. Still have questions? Get your answers by asking now. Same issue. Driver's
side tail light brake light and turn signal not working. Passenger side is working no reverse
lights that I know of. Bulbs seem good fuses seem good. I'm not sure where under the hood the
relay Could be. My trucks been fiddled with here there and everywhere fro. Old owner. Help
please?! L Pfaff lpfaff1. Check all grounds in the vicinity clean and retighten. You still may have
to borrow or purchase a test light to probe back through the harness till you find the break in
current. Link below is a pretty good place to get automotive schematics for your tail light wiring
if needed. Good luck. I hope this helped you out, if so let me know by pressing the helpful
button. I do not have a direct answer for yo as you say the previous owner messed with the
wiring. However by inputting your model and year plus wiring diagram in a Google search I
found under "images" google heading so many good wiring diagram and all the wiring colors
you need to do your fix. Can I point out many stores have a nice kit with a needle point, bulb
and ground clip it is probably what you need to follow your wiring and repair your problem.
Voltage meter is good but a 12v light and probe will gain you immediate help and free up a hand
plus glancing at a meter to read each time. I had a chev , ha d everything but signal lights,
damned rodents chewed wires in bottom of fuse box under the hood. Fix Your Stuff. Back
Answers Index. View the answer I have this problem too Subscribed to new answers. Is this a
good question? Yes No. Voted Undo. Score 4. The All-New. The high performance electronics
repair kit. Chosen Solution. L Pfaff lpfaff1 Rep: Was this answer helpful? Score 6. Hi Katelyn: I
do not have a direct answer for yo as you say the previous owner messed with the wiring. All
gmc wire colors are the same by the way so a year different or so will not matter. Good luck
Alton. Score 0. View Statistics:. Neither one of my turn signals work. My hazards do but neither
left nor right side work individually. The turn light won't even light up on my dash but does for
my hazards. I've replaced the relay located by the foot pedals so not sure what it could be.
Please help. Do you. Not only check the fuse, use a test light on fuse circuit to check for
voltage, goes hot with key on. Could be other issues like turn signal switch? Always check
voltage and grounds. Was this answer. The diagram you attached, is that for the fuse panel on
the drivers side of dashboard? Also, does that mean to check fuse 16? Sorry but I'm completely
ignorant when it comes to electrical issues. Yes, fuse amp, interior fuse box. I replaced my turn
signal bulb yet still dont work front works tail lights work just no turn signal Was this answer.
Hello, We must see if the socket is getting power. Here are few guides and a wiring diagram so
you can do some tests to get the problem fixed. Test with the key on and blinkers going. Also
cycle the hazard switch to, this can some time get the blinkers working. Cheers, Ken Images
Click to enlarge. Passenger side brake light and turn signal intermittently working does not
work more often than does work. Bulb has been replaced along with the socket not the cheap
kind. Wiggling the bulb within the socket will make it work, but not for long. Thanks in advance
for the help! That pretty much tells you the problem is right there. It's either the socket could be
the wrong one, could be the wrong bulb or just a bad socket. Is there anyway it could be
something else? When I got the new socket from the shop I take my truck to I trust this shop
very much , it only worked for a short period of time. I have tried countless bulbs and am
confident that it is not the bulb. If you handle the socket or bulb and that causes the light to
come on, common sense will tell you the problem isn't in the front of the car. Rear brake and
turn signal lights inop. Replaced bulbs, bulb receptacle. Fuses look good and have good
ground in wire plug assembly. Check the brake switch located on a rod under the dash attached
to the brake pedal. I've had to replace three of them on my 98 Silverado. If you have the towing
package installed, disconnect the trailer pig tail and just reconnect your rear lights without the
pig tail. I've had to that also. Passenger side signal not working, I turn on dash and headlights
neither rear signal lights work, I check the wiring harnesses and disconnected trailer wiring
found nothing wrong there. I had gm look at it recently, had no help there. I checked a few
diagrams I could find and it seems to point to switching system in steering column but I'm not
sure. Any ideas? Are you doing this yourself now? Do you have simple test equipment. Test
light. Know how, as far as running continuity tests and such? Just ask. Looks like it shows what
you are interested in there are many more for the rest of the wiring, it is not feasible to get 'em
all for you mitchell sorta wants you [and me] to subscribe to their system, they are not a
non-profit organization! Tell me. I will initiate a way to get it to you. Mitchell diagrams are "crisp"

in my downloads, they are so ez to understand. Depending on size and content, they may show
up great. Then again, could be a blur, once I load it into my answer the medic Image Click to
enlarge. I have the same drawing and I did check everything with a voltmeter, discovered a new
problem with driver front light too, its being looked at again by GM at the moment. Everything
points to the switch in steering column malfunctioning intermittently from conversation with
mechanic so there looking into for me if parts are needed Was this answer. Girl friend's truck
has no brake lights or signals, but hazards work. Turn signals work up front. Parking lights
work. Assuming double filament bulbs good based on hazards. Been reading online and cannot
figure out what to do. Not familiar with truck and only barely familiar with electrical. No money
to take to professional and she needs a running vehicle. Please point me in right direction.
Today is perfect because in Washington and it is not raining. The best suspect is the turn signal
switch. The hazard function goes through just one small part of that switch, but when switched
on, it disconnects a number of circuits within the signal switch. It's one of those contacts that is
likely failed. First, check if the backup lamps work. If they do, the turn signal fuse is okay. The
"Brake light" fuse has to be okay because that runs the hazard flasher. Look for the "Brake
light" relay in the fuse box under the hood. Feel if it clicks when a helper presses the brake
pedal. Next, we'll have to go to the wires going to the signal switch and test for voltage with a
test light. I'm trying to figure out from the diagram which wires to check. I figured it out! Tracing
the wires from the front I kept getting voltage all the way back to the tail light plug. But still
could not get turn signals or brake to light bulbs right or left. When I was pulling out one of the
bulbs while turn signal was on I saw it light the second filament as I pulled it out. If bulb seated
properly no contacts, but pulled out some and jiggled a bit and I had function. I manipulated the
contact springs and voila! Rinse and repeat for the other side. Wait, why was I getting hazards
originally? Do they light up the other top bulbs and I just do not remember? My diagram showed
the same one bulb on each side for signal and brake function. Don't have a suitable answer as
to why the hazards worked. Common things to look for on the sockets include rusty housings
for the older brass-base round bulbs, and contacts overheated and melted into the plastic base.
Those contacts are spring-loaded, so when the plastic melts, the contacts sink into the base
and no longer touch the contact on the bulb. You can make a temporary fix by adding a drop of
solder to the contacts on the bulb. For the newer plastic-base s, it's real common to find the
contact tabs in the socket badly-corroded. Two of them are grounds, but for the two different
filaments. You can get a clue a ground is bad by observing that with only one working signal
light, it will stop lighting up when the bulb on the other side is removed. Current goes through
the bulb that appears to be working, can't get to ground, so it doubles back and goes through
the tail light filament, over to the tail light on the other side, through it, THEN to ground on that
side. Current goes through three filaments so the one that appears to be working is actually not
full brightness. That three-filament circuit can't occur when the brake lights are on, so the signal
works properly on the good side, and the one on the bad side goes fully-off. This is where you
see the two lights switch between bright filament and dim filament alternately, especially on
trailers. Brake light and turn signals individually work normally. But when making a left turn,
with the turn signals on when I apply the brakes, the turn signal on the left side is cancelled and
the brake light is on. The right turn signal and brakes work normally. One other thing, with the
left turn signal is on without t
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he brakes on, the light on the top of the cab blinks with the left turn signal. Again this does not
happen with the right side lights. I have changed the switch on the steering column with no
results. I have removed the wire harness for the trailer lights without success. There are no
shorts in the system. The fuses don't blow. I have replaced the signal light flasher unit. For a
while I did hear a buzzing sound under the dash. This has stopped. This has made no difference
the problem as described above is still the same. Hello, It sounds like you have a bad ground I
would check at the rear of the truck first. Please let us know what you find. We are interested to
see what it is. Images Click to enlarge. Please login or register to post a reply. Easy step by step
guide on how to repair an automotive turn signal system that is not working, this information is
presented in the order of probability and pertains to most We Have Rebuild The 5. Sponsored
links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free!

